Quantum Myriad™ is an all-flash scale-out file and object storage platform with a modern cloud-native design that provides the performance, scale, and cloud-ready architecture for the next era of unstructured data.

Here are the top 10 reasons to choose Myriad:

1. **Accelerate data pipelines and data workflows for dramatically faster insights and results**
   With all-new distributed software designed for NVMe flash. Myriad provides consistent low-latency performance for both high bandwidth and high IOPS.

2. **Address IT staffing and headcount challenges**
   By consolidating multiple storage platforms and workloads onto a single, scalable, easy-to-manage storage platform.

3. **Gain agility to address hybrid-cloud and multi-cloud business requirements for the next era of unstructured data.**

4. **Modernize and future-proof your infrastructure**
   With an ultra-modern, cloud-native storage platform that is microservices based with cluster orchestration provided by Kubernetes.

5. **Simplify unstructured data management**
   With a system built for inline metadata tagging and data cataloging so that you can automate data pipelines and simplify unstructured data across its lifecycle.

6. **Reduce operational costs**
   Including administration, power and cooling, and data center costs by consolidating multiple legacy storage systems onto a modern all-flash platform.

7. **Address Environmental / Sustainability / Governance (ESG) initiatives**
   By replacing racks of inefficient disk with "green" all-flash storage.

8. **Achieve a consistent experience on premises and in any cloud**
   With a cloud-native software platform that runs natively in any public cloud platform with the same user experience.

9. **Eliminate networking complexity associated with legacy scale-out NAS**
   With Myriad’s unique cluster architecture that includes load balancing and switching – and best of all, Myriad only requires one IP address to connect to your network.

10. **Easily scale and adapt your cluster**
    To add more capacity and performance. Myriad automatically discovers, configures, and rebalances storage nodes so that you can adapt your cluster for wherever your business goes.

For more information, visit the Quantum Myriad web page at quantum.com/myriad.